P.W.B Universal Rainbow MagnaBlock
As many people will already be aware, we at PWB regard colours and the effect which
colours can have on the ‘sound’ as very significant.
For quite a number of years we have supplied various coloured Magnadiscs, with each
colour having a specific application for a specific location and/or the specific material which
they were attached to.
Our Magnadiscs were fabricated in a specific way under our instructions and we have now
found it very difficult to find another suitable fabricator to make the specific round discs.
Using our knowledge of the effect of colours and our knowledge of the effect of specific
polarities of certain materials we are now able to use our Rainbow Foil coupled with flexible
magnetic material to now produce a Universal Rainbow MagnaBlock – which can replace
our original, separate Red, Yellow, Green, Blue and White coloured Magnadiscs.
The Universal Rainbow MagnaBlock is 25 mm x 15 mm, is self-adhesive and can be applied
to anything and in any and every area, particularly in all the areas previously recommended
for applying the different coloured Magnadiscs.
Whereas previously, wood, aluminium, steel, glass, plastic materials all had their specific
colour of Magnadisc, the new Rainbow MagnaBlock can now be used universally.
It can be attached to the outer case of all pulsing equipment such as quartz controlled clocks,
remote controls, telephones and telephone answering machines, fax machines and all video
and television equipment. Also to such items as smoke alarms, room security devices,
building security devices.
It can be attached onto a suitable part of as many doorways in the territory as possible. The
optimum point to attach the P.W.B. Universal MagnaBlock to is not the opening door but the
inner face of the frame to which the door is attached. If the MagnaBlock is placed on the
hinged side of the door frame, it is extremely effective. All the main thoroughfare doors
within the occupied territory should have a Universal MagnaBlock attached to the inner face
of the door frame. Attaching one to the inside of a wardrobe door is also very effective.
If a Universal MagnaBlock is attached to any window, anywhere within a building, a
significant beneficial improvement in the sound will take place. Attaching one to all glass
mirrors, situated anywhere within the building, will produce a significant improvement. If
one is attached to the ceiling of each of the room throughout a building, a significant
improvement to the perceived sound and vision, in any of the rooms, will take place.

Treating the ceiling in one room produces a noticeable effect but treating each of the other
ceilings in a building, in turn, significantly improves the effect in all rooms.
The
MagnaBlock can be attached to any part of the ceiling. One very important position which
should have a MagnaBlock attached is the ceiling above any and all staircases.
A Universal Rainbow MagnaBlock should be attached to anything made from steel. For
example, to a central heating radiator, to any steel equipment case or steel underside of
electronic equipment, to any steel loudspeaker stands or steel equipment stands, the steel
case of any household appliance. All printed circuit boards produce a chronic adverse
energy pattern. A MagnaBlock should be attached, wherever possible, to an area of the
surface of a printed circuit board where there is no circuitry.
As well as gaining an improvement in the sound from attaching a Universal MagnaBlock to
the outside of all items of equipment, if you can gain access to the inside of equipment, then
attaching a MagnaBlock to all large components will give further improvements in the
sound. Components such as transformers and large capacitors.
Another area which is often ignored for ‘treatment’ is headphones.
headband is an ideal area to attach a Universal MagnaBlock.

The headphone

Another area for ‘treatment’ with a MagnaBlock is the plinth of a turntable, particularly at
the rear where it would not be visible.
The Universal MagnaBlock has a self-adhesive backing and it can be evaluated first without
removing the adhesive’s paper covering by using a small amount of Blu Tack to attach the
MagnaBlock, listen to some music, and then remove it and see if you can listen again with
the same enjoyment.
The Price of the new PWB Universal Rainbow MagnaBlock is £10 each.
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